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HAPPY 200th BIRTHDAY!

Alumni
return to
speak at
Common
Good Day
BY Liam John and
Chris Staley
CORE STAFF, STAFF
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SLUH President David Laughlin singing “Oh When the Bills” with SLUH students.
BY Handley Hicks and
Steven Zak
CORE STAFF

S

purred by an attitude of
gratitude from a committee of alumni, students, faculty and parents, the St. Louis
U. High Bicentennial Celebration last Saturday afternoon
boasted the celebration of the
Eucharist in conjunction with
an open campus vibe boosted

by volunteers from every corner of the SLUH community,
inspiring an atmosphere of
joy and fellowship throughout the day.
Decided upon by the
committee that began planning the celebration over a
year ago, the theme for the
night was gratitude, which
was reflected throughout the
Mass and through everyone who appeared on stage

Backer Awards
St. Louis U. High president David
Laughlin presented the Backer Award
to five alumni last weekend. Three of
the alumni—John Wunderlich, ’66,
Mark Wilhelm, ’72, and Tom Santel,
’76—received the award on Common
Good Day in front of the entire student body, and two—the Rev. David
Baltz, ’58, and the Rev. Ralph Houlihan, S.J., ’52—received the award as a
surprise at the end of the Bicentennial
Mass on Saturday. Read about the history of the Backer Award at SLUH as
well as the stories of the five recipients
on pages 4 and 5.
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throughout the night.
The Mass was celebrated
by the V. Rev. Ron Mercier,
S.J., the provincial of the
Central and Southern Jesuits,
and concelebrated by current and former Jesuit faculty
members of SLUH as well as
alumni priests who are in the
archdiocese and around the
world.
As the celebration transitioned from a formal Mass

to a more casual atmosphere,
a moment was taken to reflect
on President David Laughlin’s 13 years of service to the
SLUH community. Emotions
were high during these few
minutes as Laughlin offered
gratitude back to the many
students, alumni, and families
in attendance. Laughlin also
announced the recognition
of St. Louis U. High day from
a proclamation made by St.

Louis mayor Lyda Krewson,
to be hold on SLUH’s official
200th year anniversary, November 16, 2018.
Around 30 activities
took place all across the campus, ranging from facepainting and balloons for younger
kids, to trips down memory
lane through the archives for
alumni. There were improv
shows in the theater, an open

continued on page 9

he St. Louis U. High community heard from 35
alumni, ranging from the class
of 1956 to the class of 2016, who
returned to SLUH last Friday to
talk about their contributions to
the common good.
President David Laughlin started the event with the
awarding of Backer Awards to
three of the alumni, and then
Mike Hamm, ’70, presented
about his work for the common
good for the environment. Following that, students went to
three breakout sessions to hear
speakers they were assigned.
The day was intended to
help students understand that
serving the common good is
beneficial to oneself and others,
and to be inspired to use their
talent, education, and careers to
serve the common good.
Each student heard three
speakers throughout the day
and was to take notes and reflect
on the talks in a pamphlet handed out in homeroom. Part of the
idea of having multiple speakers
was for students to have their

continued on page 8

Chorus sings in Carnegie Hall with King’s Singers
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The choral ensemble singing in Carnegie Hall.
BY Paul Gillam
CORE STAFF

April 22 to celebrate the bicentennial, SLUH’s Varhile thousands gath- sity Chorus was nearly 1,000
ered at the St. Louis miles away, singing with the
U. High campus on Sunday, Grammy award winning
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Senior Follies preview
It’s here, it’s now, it’s gonna be
a good night. It’s Senior Follies! Members of the class of
2018 band together to keep the
73-year-old tradition alive. Page
2

Sisyphus preview
One issue, two covers. Check out
what else is yet to come in this semester’s issue of Sisyphus, chockfull of poems, short stories, and
other arts for only a quarter. Page
2

News

News

SLUH Day
November 16 has been named
©2018 St. Louis University High St. Louis University High Day by
School Prep News. No material may
Mayor Lyda Krewson in honor of
be reprinted without the permission
200 years. Page 3
of the editors and moderator.

Art show opening
The art show opened last night
and features student artwork and
more 3-D cut-outs. The show
will run through May 10. Page 9

King’s Singers in one of the
most prestigious concert halls
on earth: Carnegie Hall.
Sunday’s performance
with the King’s Singers, a six-

sports

Track and Field
Lawrence, Kansas, is not only
home to the University of Kansas, but also this year’s Kansas
Relays, where eight SLUH athletes competed. Page 10
Sports

Golf
The U. High golf team braved the
cold to take the Webster Cup,
then grab first in Fort Zumwalt
West Tournament to finish a
strong week. Page 11

man a capella group based
out of Cambridge, England,
marked the pinnacle of the
five-day trip. The nearly 400
singers from around the globe
were conducted by Bob Chilcott, a King’s Singer from
1985 to 1997, and Simon Carrington, a founding King’s
Singer active from 1968 to
1993. The singers were split
into two separate acts to accompany the King’s Singers’
concert.
In front of about 2,300
concert-goers, SLUH performed in the first act, singing
“We Are,” “Thou My Love Art
Fair,” composed and conducted by Chilcott; and “Stolen
Child,” and “My Soul There
is a Country,” both conducted

continued on page 8
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Prose heavy yet airy with spring: new Sisyphus set to sell next week
BY Sam Tarter
REPORTER

S

isyphus, the St. Louis U.
High magazine of art
and literature, will release its
spring issue, the second issue
of this year on Tuesday, May

still be sweet to her if she was
there, and it was just very
touching and moving.”
Other literary works
include “The Art of Coffee,”
by Liam John, whose piece
is dedicated to the craft of

features the speaker staring at
a blank ceiling, meditating on
the meaning of life.
Senior Matt Dorsey, who
is both an editor and writer
featured in Sisyphus, will debut his first short story, as well

Photo from Sulli Wallish featured in Spring Sisyphus 2018.

1.

This issue of Sisyphus,
will feature two magazines,
each with the same content
but different covers. One cover features a print of a bicycle
by senior Keegan Schnell,
while the other cover is three
human profiles on a background of a grid of the streets
of St. Louis, which was done
by junior Jake Pineda.
The magazine opens
with a poem by junior Collin
Funck, entitled “Ella’s Song,”
focusing on the things that
make life beautiful.
Moran explained, “The
speaker is imagining a mother
who doesn’t experience these
things, and has maybe even
passed away. He is imagining
what she did experience while
she was alive, and what would

as a poem which was written
in both English and Latin.
Dorsey’s story is a retelling of the Cain and Abel story,
but with a more modern and
comedic approach, which
made it unique as well as en-

tertaining.
“I think that Sisyphus has
many pieces that describe the
high school experience. It’s a
good way to see the humanity in other people and your
classmates,” said Dorsey. “It’s
certainly a good break from
classes to be able to read
something that’s really beautiful from the magazine. For
just a quarter you can see
what hard work your fellow
students put into this, which I
think is really special.”
“What I hope for is that,
if the reader takes away one
thing from this issue of Sisyphus, it’s that they will delight
in the beauty of being alive,
even in the face of the pain of
being alive,” said Moran.
The Spring Issue of Sisyphus will go on sale this Tuesday, May 1 during Activity Period for the price of 25 cents.
Sisyphus was also shared
with the SLUH community

the Bicentennial Celebration
last Saturday, at “Sisyphus Out
Loud” in the Schulte Theater,
where members of the Dauphin Players read pieces of art
from previous issues of Sisyphus to an audience.
“It was so hard for me
to choose just a few things
to include from some of the
magazines because there were
so many things that were
beautiful or funny or just so
moving,” Rich Moran. “I of
course remember a lot of the
work that was involved in
magazine, but I just felt so
good about what I was reading. When you are reading
the literature before publication, you are focused on ‘how
can I make this better?’, but
years after it’s published, it just
makes you feel good.”
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making coffee, and has an
underlying message of the
importance of curiosity and
initiation into the adult world.
One of the works that
stands out to Moran is Nathan
Langhauser’s “The Middle of
the Night,” which describes a
young man realizing his relationship is not as fulfilling as
he feels it is.
“It seems to me that it
tells the story of a lot of eighteen-year-old relationships,”
said Moran. “In a way you
want to judge the narrator for
his decisions, but it gives you
enough of an understanding
of the relationship that you
start to see whether this girl is
the right one.”
The issue will also feature three poems by junior
Joe Mantych, one of which
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No teacher is safe: Follies to open Saturday
BY Nathan P. Wild
FEATURES EDITOR

A

fter countless emails,
script scribbling, and last
minute changes, the seniors of
St. Louis U. High are putting
forward their last bits of energy towards their SLUH legacy.
It’s not the last few thousand
dollars for the clocktower, but
the mark they will make continuing the tradition of the
annual Senior Follies. From
the incessant handshakes and
shoulder slaps of Tom Kick-

ham to the freshman looka-like Adam Cruz, no SLUH
teacher is safe this weekend.
Senior Follies, a tradition
older than Dick Wehner himself, is a time for departing
students to seize the opportunity to satirize their teachers’
quirks and characteristics in a
light-hearted and appreciative
tone.
The tradition of Follies
has run annually uninterrupted since 1945. This is one
tradition the class of 2018 is

reluctant to break, especially
after receiving numerous
emails about signing up and
skit submissions. In the classic SLUH fashion, the brothers banded up in the final moments to make it a memorable
show.
Every year Senior Follies is produced out of love
for a SLUH career and for
the teachers themselves as
the seniors take their final
bows, forever ridding themselves from Sunday Nite Hit-

ting emails, overpriced french
fries, and other beloved memories. Jokes range in form
from acted out skits to dance
and song to a more solemn
sendoff to end the show.
This year, Senior Follies
is co-directed by math teacher Dan Becvar and campus
minister Brian Gilmore, who
took over after the legacy of
geometry teacher Frank Corley came to an end in 2016.
Although the two have had
big shoes to fill, they share the
experience of coordinating
last year’s Follies and being
in their own Senior Follies in
2002.
“I had fond memories of
doing Senior Follies with Mr.
Becvar,” said Gilmore. “We
were close friends at SLUH
like a lot of guys are just
friends doing it at the end of
the senior year. I don’t get to
directly work with Mr. Becvar
on a lot of stuff, so I think
working Follies is great.
Along with the chance to
impersonate favorite teachers
comes a week of memorization and practicing, giving
students a small taste of what
it’s like to be an actor in the
dwindling days of a school
production.
art | Pat Finlay
“It gives me an odd sense

of satisfaction now that a
good chunk of the senior class
somewhat understands what
going through tech week is
like,” said senior Pierce Hastings, who has performed in
various SLUH plays. “I honestly appreciate the attitude of
all of the guys. We’ve thrown
ourselves in with either a lot
of experience or not as much,
but everyone is willing to give
it all they’ve got.”
Senior Follies is a time for
some seniors to finally start to
fulfill the promises they made
to themselves as a freshmen.
Although dreams of becoming a world-renowned ballerina or Shakespearean actor
may be shattered, it is the experience that counts.
“I have been this build
my entire life,” said senior
Sam Evans, a member of the
varsity football team. “If I’m
not used to it by now, I’m never going to get used to it. This
(dancing) will never work out
for me. You don’t—at least I
don’t think you see six-footfour, 260-pound ballerinas
around normally. But still,
I enjoy the change from the
whole football scene.”
The struggle to pick up a
form of art that takes years to
craft is not only a difficult task

for the average SLUH linebacker, but also for the dance
instructor, Simonie Anzalone.
Senior Follies is a goose that
the legend Donald Steingruby
himself would find hard to
cook, but it is a rewarding
experience for students and
teachers nonetheless.
“It is a blast because I feel
like a lot of these guys get to
do something new and exciting on the stage. I am thrilled
to be a part of it, even if it may
be challenging at some times,”
said Anzalone.
“We have a very talented
group of guys. We have some
who have done a lot in their
four years, whether it be singing or dancing and in the
nonmusical scenes with those
who are doing their first acting on stages, there will be
some surprisingly funny moments,” said Becvar. “I’m excited for this group and think
it will be great.”
Senior Follies will be performed in the theatre on Saturday and Sunday. Both show
times will start at 7:00 pm and
tickets will be sold in the box
office.
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It’s life-like: Art Show features 3-D cut-out kids
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BY Kevin
REPORTER

Hickey

T

design. In total, the classes
from which the art is drawn
consist of several hundred
students.
Paintings,
self-portraits,
abstract
figures,

prints, and three-dimensional figures all line the
walls of the gallery. Lifelike human paper cut-outs
reside in the corners of the
approaching hallways and

he spring are show
opened last night in the
art gallery on the second
floor of the J-wing. Lasting
for two weeks, the Art Show
is filled with pieces from a
wide variety of classes, ranging from printmaking to
freshman Fine Arts Survey.
The art gallery for those two
weeks will serve as evidence
of the quality of SLUH’s fine
arts program.
The show allows one
to see the numerous styles
and types of artwork taught
at SLUH. These classes include but are not limited
to two levels of drawing,
where students are taught
the basic elements of drawing and how to utilize various media of drawing; three
levels of ceramics, where
students learn techniques
of the shaping of clay to
form
three-dimensional
artwork; 2-D design, which
teaches more advanced elements of design and layout;
and the visual art section of
Freshman Fine Arts Survey,
where freshmen are taught
the most simple aspects of
Art show in the second floor of the J-wing.
studio art, like color and

might confuse someone entering the art wing; their realism could be cause one to
mistake them for a real person. Some pieces, especially
one structure of a boy sit-
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ting at a desk, which was a
collaboration between four
separate art classes, combine work from different
fields of art taught at SLUH.
“I think it’s cool that

3

you can look at one wall and
see something from every
class,” said senior Joe Hillmeyer.
Art teacher Sarah Rebholz is hopeful for the turnout of the show.
“We always want people from around the school
to come in and take a look
at the art. It’s great to have
people at the opening reception, but it’s also great to
have people up here during
the day,” said Rebholz. “It’s
really cool to have classes
come in and take a closer
look at their classmates’ artwork.”
The art gallery will be
open for anyone to visit
for until Thursday, May 10.
SLUH is known for its rigorous academic programs and
its diligent students. The art
show highlights work from
many of those students and
showcases the great artistic
talent of all those enrolled a
studio art class.
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Smaller group
SLUH Day in city of St. Louis for Bicentennial
triumphs at state Latin
Matthew Quinlan
Convention
BY
CORE STAFF

BY Peter Campbell and
Brad Pike
REPORTERS

T

he members of the Latin
Club spent last weekend
showing off their talents in
Columbia, Mo. at the Latin
Convention.
The Latin Convention
is a two-day event where
students can compete and
participate in a variety of
activities all having a Latin
theme. These can range
from writing a myth to dramatic interpretation, which
is memorizing and acting a
out passage.
To qualify for the Latin
Convention, students have
to pass a test . Students took
the tests during an activity
period electronically. Seventeen students participated
the convention, fewer than
usual.
“I had about half my
kids that normally go
couldn’t go, because of involvement in the Bicentennial Mass and the Choir
trip,” said Jennifer Ice, Latin
I and Latin III teacher.
The students were broken up into three teams:
Latin I team, Latin II team,
and a combined upper level
team of Latin III and IV.
However, despite the
smaller turnout, SLUH triumphed in the Latin Convention competitions. The
biggest win was certamen,
which is a Latin scholar
bowl. In certamen, the Latin
II team—Branden May, Josiah Zeigler, Lucas Frillman,
Miguel
Cadiz—finished
first place.
The upper level team
consisting of Liam Heffernan, Chris Schaefer, Kevin

Murati, Matt Dorsey, and
Dominic Pancella also won
first place, their fourth year
accomplishing this feat. The
team had previously won as
freshmen, sophomores, and
juniors.
Finally, the Latin I team
consisting of Andrei Chura, Tristan Muskopf, Kevin
Hickey, and Erald Murati
placed second after a hardfought competition.
“I would like my freshmen to learn from their
mistakes but they were awesome,” said Ice.
Students who placed
first in other categories included the Latin II Dramatic Interpretation: Miguel
Cadiz; Advanced Prose
Dramatic
Interpretation:
Dominic Pancella; Latin 1
Sight Latin Reading: Andrei
Chura; Latin 2 Sight Latin
Reading: Miguel Cadiz and
Branden May; Advanced
Poetry Sight Latin Reading:
Dominic Pancella; Modern
Myth: Miguel Cadiz; Costume: Gabe Lepak; Culture
Trivia: Matt Dorsey and
Chris Schaefer; Derivatives
Latin 3/4: Dominic Pancella; Grammar Latin 1: Andrei Chura; Grammar Latin
2: Branden May; Mythology Latin 1: Erald Murati;
Mythology Latin 2: Miguel
Cadiz;
and
Mythology
Latin 3/4: Liam Heffernan.
“I just want people to
have fun, there is more to
it then getting an award. I
want them to do well, but
I also want them to really
enjoy what they are doing,”
said Ice.

S

t. Louis U. High was
honored for its 200 years
in St. Louis by Mayor Lyda
Krewson, who proclaimed
Nov. 16 to officially be “St.
Louis U. High Day” in the
city of St Louis.
This proclamation came
on the heels of a request
made by the administration to Krewson, asking for
a way to remember the day
that SLUH was founded back
in 1818. The Mayor’s office kindly obliged, and sent
a framed proclamation to
be read at the Bicentennial
Mass and Celebration on
Saturday, April 21.
“We’re so intertwined
with the history of the city,
with so many men who have
graduated from our school,
there have been so many
civic leaders in the city, business leaders in the city, religious leaders in the city, and
civil servants,” said president
photo | Matthew Quinlan David Laughlin. “So in that
sense I think it continues a

great history of the school
and the city, and it’s a neat
thing to have a mayor do a
proclamation and say ‘This
is your day’.”
The
administration
made the request for a mayoral proclamation in hopes
of actually having another
celebration for the 200 years
that SLUH has been in existence, though not on the
same scale as the Bicentennial Celebration.
“The official founding
day is November 16, 1818, so
we wanted to do something
on that day,” said Director of
Communications Ben DuMont. “It’s certainly not going to be of the (same) magnitude as last Saturday, but
we want to do something fun
and special to commemorate
our official 200th anniversary.”
The administration is
currently in the process of
planning the event.

Sophomore Elections
Rising sophomores were
elected this week to STUCO
positions for next year.
Charles Janson was elected as
Sohpomore Class President
and James Brunts was elected
as Sohpomore Class Vice
President.

photo | Dauphin Yearbook

Freshman Charles Janson

photo | Dauphin Yearbook

Freshman James Brunts
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The Backer Award:
Laughlin bestows
highest honor upon
five alumni

art | Darion Mullins
BY Riley McEnery
NEWS EDITOR

F

ive St. Louis U. High
alumni were presented
with the Backer Award last
weekend on both Common
Good Day and during the
Bicentennial Celebration.
The Backer Award, dating
back to 1983, is the highest
honor the school can bestow upon an alumus.
The Backer Award was
established in 1983 by the
Board of Trustees, the officers of the Alumni Board,
and the administration to
honor distinguished alumni
who embody the principles
of a Jesuit education, according to SLUH’s website.
The award was first
presented in 1983 to three
alumni: Matthias H. Backer,
Jr., M.D. ’44; Carl J. Rossow,
Ed.D. ’55; and Daniel L.
Schlafly, Sr. ’28. Since then,
51 other Backer Awards
have been presented, including this weekend’s.
The criteria for the
Backer Award comes from
the Graduate at Graduation,
or Grad at Grad, which is a
set of values for students to
aspire to before graduation.
The five categories of the
Grad at Grad are that the
graduate is open to growth,
intellectually competent, religious, loving, and committed to doing justice.
The award requires that
the recipient fulfills these
values, as well as acts as a
leader in his community.
The Backer Award also
has four explicit qualifications: service to family, church and fellow man;
contributions to business

or profession; leadership
in civic or social work; and
promotion of intellectual or
cultural pursuits.
The award is given out
at the discretion of SLUH’s
president, in this year’s case,
David Laughlin.
“There are times I’ve
given out individual Backer
Awards and times I’ve given
out a couple at a time,” said
Laughlin. “Obviously this
last weekend I decided to go
ahead for the bicentennial
to give a few out.”
The maner of the distribution of the award has
changed over the years.
Before the 21st century,
the award was given out
to several alumni per year
for consecutive years. The
award was given from 1983
to 1988 consecutively, and
again consecutively 1990 to
1996.
In the early 2000’s, the
pattern for distribution
changed, as only one award
would be presented per
year, for no more than three
consecutive years at a time.
The last time The Backer Award was presented was
in 2010, when three alumni
received the award.
Alumni can be nominated to receive the award
through SLUH’s website,
but many recipients are well
known to the president. In
this case, four of the five
recipients were known personally by Laughlin, as Fr.
Baltz was the only nominated alum that Laughlin
was not personally familiar
with.

April 27, 2018

Mark Wilhelm, ’72
BY James Pollard
CORE STAFF

M

ark Wilhelm, ’72 received the Backer
Award, a recognition of his
commitment to the common good and the highest recognition given to
an alumnus of St. Louis U.
High, at last Friday’s Common Good Day assembly.
Wilhelm’s commitment
to the common good began
at the age of eight when he
started working at his family’s dry goods and Catholic
school uniform store, while
also serving as an alter server and singing in the choir
for Holy Cross parish.
His commitment to the
common good, however, has
remained constant throughout his life, reaching far
beyond the clerk’s desk and
the altar. After graduating
from UMSL with a degree
in Accounting and completing an MBA at St. Louis
University in Finance, he
began working at Safety National Insurance in 1977. In
2010 he became their CEO,
bringing the company from
a $1.5 million net worth up
to $2 billion.
While that accomplishment is impressive, it is not
his business prowess that
won him the Backer Award.

Wilhelm receiving his Backer Award.

While working for Safety
National Insurance, he has
started the Days of Service
program, encouraging employees to immerse themselves in their communities
by serving at sites such as
Crisis Nursery, Habitat for
Humanity, Boys Hope Girls
Hope, and Support Dogs.
Wilhelm himself has
been greatly involved in his
own communities at St. Anselm, Visitation, and SLUH,
through serving as a youth

sports coach, member of
the parish advisory council, President of the SLUH
Father’s Club, a member of
SLUH’s Board of Trustees,
and serving on the national
board of Kid’s Chance. He
has also involved himself
in pro-life causes, Veterans
groups, St. Patrick’s Center,
and the Alzheimer’s Association, to name a few.
His attention to the
common good has even
reached beyond the hu-
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man person and towards
the planet: for the past two
years Safety National Insurance has been recognized
with achievement in the St.
Louis Green Business Challenge. In addition to that
recognition, Safety National
Insurance has also been
named an Insurance Industry Best Place to Work for
the past five years.

John Wunderlich, ’66
BY Sam Ortmann
CORE STAFF

O

ne of the five alumni
that received the Backer
Awards—the highest recognition given to an alumnus of St. Louis U. High for
dedication to the common
good and commitment to
service—this past weekend
was John Wunderlich, ’66. As
a second generation SLUH
grad—his father was Class
of ’29—an active member
on the Alumni Board, and
current member and former
chair of the Board of Trustees, the award ment a lot to
him.
“I am greatly honored
to receive the Backer Award,”
said Wunderlich. “While I
have been active in many
different charitable organizations over the years, I am
most proud of all the ways in
which I have been involved at
St. Louis U. High. I am nearing the end of my second

nine-year term on the Board
of Trustees and have, at one
time or another, served on
every committee on the
Board.”
His dedication to service
and the continuance of the
common good were started
at SLUH and he wanted to
find a way to give back to
the community that instilled
those values in him.
“It was at SLUH that I
developed a sense of responsibility for the world at large
and particularly for the least
fortunate among us,” said
Wunderlich. “I also decided
early on that I had a debt to
repay to SLUH. I started giving back the year I graduated
from college and have given
every year since. I believe
strongly that if SLUH has
helped mold you into the
a man for others, then you
should give your time, talents, and treasure first and
foremost to SLUH to enable
the formation of even more

Wunderlich receiving his Backer award from Laughlin.

men for others.”
After graduating from
SLUH, Wunderlich attended
St. Louis University, where he
graduated magna cum laude
with a degree in accounting.
He then went on to work for
both a Big Five firm and a local CPA as a tax specialist. He
later worked as the Executive
VP and CFO for Fred Weber
Inc.
Even more impressive
than his business accomplishments are his service
ones, which have reached far
beyond the halls of SLUH.
Wunderlich has spent ten
years on the board of the Salvation Army of St. Charles
County, 18 years on the board
of Crider Health center (the
geographically largest mental
health organization in Missouri) and 18 years on the
board of the SSM St. Joseph’s
Foundation—the largest employer in St. Charles County.
In 2007 he and three other
business partners built an as-

sisted living community with
outdoor facilities that maximized natural encounters
while still providing a secure
place for patients. The facility
later won awards from the St.
Louis Alzheimer’s Association. He has, for the past nine
years, served as both a board
member and the treasurer for
Boys Hope Girls Hope of St.
Louis, founded by Assistant
to the President the Rev. Paul
Sheridan, S.J..
“Mr. Wunderlich is
pretty known within St.
Louis High because he has
spent such a long time on the
board,” said President David
Laughlin. “But what a lot of
people don’t know is that he is
a very prominent civic shaker
out in St. Charles County. His
commitment to elder-care,
dementia, and mental health
is big time leadership.”

photo | Sulli Wallish
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Ralph Houlihan, ’52
Ben Klevorn

5

suit when he was ordained.
In 1974, he departed De
Smet and rejoined SLUH,
where he would serve as
principal of the school for
five years.
After completing his
five-year tenure as SLUH
principal, Houlihan was
transferred to Regis High
School in Denver, where
served as president. Houlihan’s biggest accomplishment as president of Regis
was his effort to build a new
campus, one that strengthened Regis.
Houlihan returned to
SLUH in 1996 to teach Latin
and theology, and in 2005
he was promoted to the Assistant to the President for
Mission.

Houlihan has served
on many boards, including
Fontbonne University, St.
Louis University, Regis University in Denver, Visitation
Academy, Boys Hope Girls
Hope, Loyola Academy, and
the Jesuit Secondary Education Association. The Jesuit
secondary education was
founded by a group of board
members that included
Houlihan.
“The things that I’ve accomplished, I would say, the
credit should go to Christ.
It’s the grace of God, and
whatever good I’ve done,
that Christ should get the
major credit for it,” said
Houlihan.

became a budget analyst
for Anheuser-Busch where
he then worked his way to
the top to end his career. In
2011, Santel did a fellowship
year at Harvard in their Advanced Leadership Initiative
Program. However, Santel,
even after graduating, had
still remained very active in
SLUH despite his busy life,
serving 18 years as a SLUH
trustee—twice as Board
Chair—and a SLUH Alumni
Board member.
Santel has also been a
board member in a number of nonprofits, including Boys Hope Girls Hope
International, Grace Hill
Settlement House, and
Homeworks, a program for
public schools specializing in teacher home visits
for students in need, and
developed and launched a
program now called “Raising St. Louis” that emphasizes early childhood health
ranging from pregnancy all
the way to third grade.
“I was honored to receive it at the same time as
Mark Wilhelm and John
Wunderlich, with whom I
photo | Sulli Wallish have served on the Board of

Trustees for many years; and
at the same time as Fr. Ralph
Houlihan, who I have admired since he was SLUH’s
principal back when I was a
student,” said Santel.
Santel still strives to
continue making his mark
on SLUH as it has made
such a deep impact in his
life.
“There is something
about SLUH and the Jesuits
that still calls to me every
time I come here. I believe
I’m still getting an education from SLUH all these
many years since my graduation,” said Santel. “That education comes in two main
forms: Jesuit spirituality
and the selflessness of the
faculty and staff that serves
as a great example of what
it means to be a person for
others.”

STAFF

T

he Rev. Ralph Houlihan, S.J., class of 1952,
was one of five alumni who
received the Backer Award
at the Bicentennial Celebration this past Saturday.
“I’m shocked and I still
am,” said Houlihan. “It’s a
very humbling award and
it’s such a great award, but
it’s humbling because the
resumes of the other people
are unbelievable.”
Since graduating from
SLUH in 1952, Houlihan
has given his time and talents back to the community.
He taught Latin at SLUH for
three years as a scholastic,
then took the job as a reliphoto | Dominik Skroska gion teacher at De Smet Je-

Houlihan receiving his Backer Award.
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Tom Santel, ’76
BY Stephen
CORE STAFF

Ocampo

O

really has,” said Laughlin.
“It’s extra special to be
able to receive it during Mr.
Laughlin’s final year and the
school’s bicentennial,” said
Santel.
Santel was notified
about this award by Laughlin at a breakfast meeting

back in the fall.
“I was very surprised
and deeply honored to learn
I was named a recipient,”
said Santel.
Walter and Catharine
Santel, Tom Santel’s parents,
knew they wanted a Jesuit
education for their son; so

ne of St. Louis’s largest
international corporations, Anheuser Busch’s
success can be partially attributed to St. Louis U. High
alumnus and past CEO and
Vice President for Corporate Planning, Tom Santel,
’76. However that is only the
tip of the iceberg of Santel’s
resumé that earned him the
highest honor that SLUH
bestows upon its alumni,
the Backer Award, last Friday.
The Backer Award,
which is given out at the discretion of SLUH’s president,
had not been given out in
eight years, so in honor of
the bicentennial, President
David Laughlin awarded
five to deserving alumni. In
past years, the most given
out in one year had been
four awards, and because of
Laughlin’s close relationship
with Santel, it became obvious that he was a clear candidate for the award.
“The Backer award isn’t
specifically for somebody
that’s done something for
the school, although Santel Santel receiving his Backer Award.

Tom graduated in 1976.
After graduating, Santel continued his Jesuit
education, attending St.
Louis University to attain
his bachelor’s degree in accounting, worked as a Certified Public Accountant at
Earnst and Whinney and

David Baltz, ’58
BY Jake Hennes
NEWS EDITOR

F

r. David Baltz, MCCJ, ’58
was awarded the Backer
Award, the highest recognition given to an alumnus, at
the Bicentennial Celebration
on Saturday.
After graduating from St.

Louis U. High, Baltz attended
Comboni Missionary Seminary. He was ordained in 1967
and was eventually assigned
to Uganda in 1975.
“I was assigned to Uganda, where I joined some 300
Comboni missionaries at that
time, and where I had to face

in an email to the Prep News.
Baltz spent 42 years in
Uganda before being called
back to the United States
to assist young men in the
seminary in their formation.
He had to cover a very large
area of land and did all of his
missionary work by bicycle,
which he called ‘biking for
Jesus’.
President David Laughlin was originally told about
Baltz a few years ago from a
family who knows him.
“I had a family who nominated Fr. Baltz a few years ago
and I was fascinated reading
his story, which he’s always
stuck in my imagination. He
is a guy who goes over to all
of these small villages and has
a gigantic responsibility, but
does it with great joy,” said
Laughlin. “He gave of himself
entirely to the people of Uganda, which is a very impressive
thing to think about.”
Baltz was completely surphoto | Joel Nell

immediately Idi Amin Dada!
I learned two challenging
tribal languages spoken in
the West Nile area of Uganda.
Immersed in the life of my
people there, I got very busy
in my first parish of 50,000
Catholics in 60 chapels … and
never looked back!” said Baltz

Laughlin presenting Baltz’s accomplishments at Bicentennial Mass

prised by the award.
“When I heard my name
called at the end of the bicentennial Mass, I wasn’t even
sure what to do,” said Baltz.
“But I saw those other three
Backer Award laymen standing up there behind the altar, so I walked up there in a
daze, hoping not to trip on my
long white alb, going up those
steps!”
Of the award, Baltz
wrote, “The award is no doubt
a recognition of the many
challenges I had to face and—
with the grace of God—to
overcome, whether assisting
other youth in the seminary
preparing them for missionary life, or living for years in
Congo in my African hut as
a refugee with my Ugandan
people, or simply returning
to my daily parish ministry
after each inevitable pause to
bury a fellow Comboni missionary who was murdered
during my 33 years in Ugan-

da—that happened 13 times!”
Baltz credits SLUH for
having a lot of influence on his
spiritual life and he is grateful
for the experiences that he
had while at SLUH.
“I have always been very
proud of SLUH and very
grateful for the education I received there, both in my early
intellectual life and in my
growing spiritual life,” wrote
Baltz. “I am grateful for the
inspiration and help I received
from the young Jesuit men doing their Regency teaching at
SLUH, and for many prayerful moments in the old chapel
there … even before our football games! My scholastic education at SLUH put me ahead
of the seminarians I joined.
The language preparation I
had received at SLUH was
very precious. And I’ve always
remained attached to SLUH.”
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Sisyphus
in Theater
BY John Burke
REPORTER

I
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Kids’ corridor
BY Stephen
CORE STAFF

Ocampo

T

he little concrete walkway leading from the
roundabout to the side doors
of the Field House turned
into a row of games and other
various carnival activities.
Kids of various ages wandered around from table to
table, draped in glow sticks
and face paintings and holding their animal balloons.
I had to be at the event
by 2:15 as I had to set up, welcome all the attendees, and
hand out programs, but after
Mass, I headed straight to the
kids corridor, learned how to
work one of the games from
Mrs. Toussaint, and began
playing with the kids.
I ran one of the games,

n the theater, Sisyphus
hosted a poetry reading of
some of the favorite pieces of
past editions. Sisyphus moderators Rich Moran and Frank
Kovarik took the time to comb
through years of poetry submissions to find pieces that
they felt best encapsulated the
years of production. Authors
of the pieces included English
teacher Terry Quinn and senior Teddy Gerard.
The poems were
read by seniors Max Kriegshauser, Teddy Gerard, Sean
Cailteux, and Nick Parisi.

the duck pond. Blue ducks labeled with numbers 1-5 with
black sharpie on the bottom
were scattered among a shallow kiddie pool, and the goal
of the game was to have the
kids pick out a random duck
and show it to me to claim
their respective prize.
Prizes included lollipops, SLUH pencils, stickers,
temporary tattoos, glow stick
necklaces, and regular glow
sticks.
However, because of the
young ages of the kids and the
plethora of prizes available,
the game transformed into
an “everyone wins” game in
which no matter what number the child picked, he or she
could pick whatever prize he
or she wanted.

photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

BY Handley Hicks
CORE STAFF

T

Feeding 4,500

he Food Service Consultants of St. Louis U. High
prepared and effectively served
the nearly 4,500 guests in attendance for St. Louis U. High’s Bicentennial Celebration through
a plan of preparing “extras for
the extras” and self-service to
keep waiting lines short and
messes minimal.
Four locations of service
were stationed around the
campus of SLUH: the Si Commons, the top of the Turnaround, Drury Plaza, and a tent
at the end of the Danis Field
House close to the entrance of
Jesuit House, all of which were
equipped with bars for serving
adult beverages to those of age,
including a biergarten.
All stations had the same
food items: hamburgers, hot
dogs, bratwursts, chicken ten-

ders, chips, and ice cream. Every station also had coolers or
tubs full of soda and bottled
water. All stations were selfserve so that people could move
in and out of lines as quickly as
possible. Wristbands were given to adults 21 and older.
In total, 700 packages of
hamburger and hot dog buns,
200 cases of soda, 160 cases of
bottled water, and 65 boxes of
chicken tenders were ordered
to feed the guests.
Food Service had 45 workers on board for Saturday night,
18 of whom were bartenders.
A main theme of Food
Consultant’s planning was to
ensure that there was no worry
of having enough food at any
station. Enough food was ordered so that there was “extra
for the extra” at every station,
eliminating the hassle of transferring food from one part of

campus to another.
As the weather turned
cool after the Mass on Saturday,
many of the guests migrated
into the Si Commons to eat,
which resulted in an unequal
distribution of guests at food
stations. However, with the
Food Service Consultants “extra for the extra” approach, all
guests were fed with no shortage of food.
A main goal of the Bicentennial Celebration was to be
sustainable in consumption
and in discarding of waste.
Compostable boats were used
to carry food instead of plates.
Excess food was used to feed
faculty and Sisyphus members Sunday and Monday. All
remaining leftovers were sent
to Feed My Peeps in Illinois, a
faith-based organization that
distributes food to those in
need.

photo | Dominik Skorska

Lion Dance and Circus club at Drury

BY Justin Koesterer
STAFF

S

itting in between the home
run derby on the baseball
field, the 40-meter dash on the
track, the soccer games on the
soccer field and the blue carpet, the Drury Plaza hosted two
seperate buffet lines that catered
to the likes of playful little children and spectating parents and
grandparents. Ms. Kathy Hylla
and the Food Service Consultants whipped up some hamburgers, hotdogs, bratwurst,
and sauerkraut, while offering

free popsicles on the side.
Besides the food and the
sporting events, the Drury Plaza
hosted two SLUH clubs: the Circus Club and the Chinese Lion
Dance. The Circus Club, run by
Social Studies Department chair
Kevin Foy, performed a variety of acts, including juggling,
jumping rope while balancing
on a ball, and Chinese yo-yo,
performed exquisitely by junior
Matthew LaFaver.
The Chinese Lion Dance,
headed by Chinese teacher
Yude Huang, gave spectators in

the plaza a taste of the Chinese
New Year celebration, minus
the Happy New Year scrolls.
The dance consisted of the head
and tail of a lion performing,
while another lion head and tail
walked around greeting onlookers. A drummer, a gong player,
and a cymbalist provided the
music for the dance. This approximately five-minute dance
was performed twice, once at
6:30 and once at 7:15 on Saturday night.
photo | Dominik Skorska
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80 SLUH musicians

Koesterer

M

ore than 80 different
SLUH musicians were
involved in six different music venues; for the musicians
who are active in both SLUH
band classes and the Liturgy
of Musicians, the day was
long. The choir and instrumentalists for Mass were led
by the Rev. Matt Stewart S.J.,
who had arranged most of
the music, but had called an
early practice at 12:30 p.m. to
fine-tune each arrangement
for the 4 p.m. Mass.
Immediately after the
conclusion of the Mass, the
Jazz I ensemble set up in
the northeast corner of the
balcony in the Danis Field
House, and, along with a
couple extra brass and woodwind players, played a set of
photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott
songs from pep band, with a

few songs from Jazz band.
Another group of musicians were able to show off
their composing and playing
abilities. This small group of
jazz combos took its talents
outside jazz. Inspired by a
recent gig at Nerinx Hall, the
ensemble wrote out a few pop
songs and cool songs, like
“Havana” by Camila Cabello,
“Sunday Candy” by Chance
the Rapper, and “Can’t Hold
Us” by Macklemore.
The Si Commons was
host to a number of different
independent piano players,
who played background music, mostly classical, behind a
number of different events in
the Commons, such as ping
pong and kahoot. Outside, a
band played on the stage that
was used for the Mass. This
band included senior guitar
player and Student Council

President Jack McGrail.
At 8 o’clock, following
the conclusion of the Pep
and Jazz Band’s set of music,
they were joined by more
musicians, this time from the
symphonic band, to set up
outside. With white plastic
chairs, black metal stands,
and portable lights clipped
to the top of the stands, the
band played a shortened version of “Beyond the Horizon,” a song played in front
of the Pope a month and a
half ago. Finishing the song,
they transitioned into “Oh
When the Bills Go Marching
In,” until all the glowing ballons were outside. The songs
set the stage for the fireworks
display, which came soon after. All in all, an in-tune afternoon for the SLUH music
program.

1,241 fireworks

BY Jack Schweizer
EDITOR IN CHIEF

W

ith the click of a button
on his laptop, Kevin
Paglusch, ’89, standing next
to the bicentennial stage, sent
1,241 fireworks soaring into
the sky over St. Louis U. High’s
campus, synchronized to songs
like “I Want You Back,” by the
Jackson 5, and “Ain’t No Mountain High Enough,” by Marvin
Gaye.
The fireworks—produced
and choreographed by the
Gateway Fireworks Displays
company—were shot out of
tubes, each only a few inches
wide, mounted to the roof of
the theatre, with each blast occurring along to the rhythm
and notes of the music. Selected by Paglusch, who works
for Gateway Fireworks, and
Director of Communications
Ben DuMont, the music was
uniquely and intentionally suited for SLUH: each song came
from the soundtrack of Guardians of the Galaxy, a superhero
film directed by James Gunn,
’84.
Paglusch synced the music to the fireworks through a
file on his laptop. The file had
a script, created by Paglusch,
which was broadcasting code
from his laptop up to the roof
and commanding the fireworks
to go off at certain points in the
song.
Besides the musical accompaniment, Paglusch, as
a proud alum, brought a few
extra pyrotechnic tricks to the
show. To the surprise—and
brief horror—of Sean Angiel,
Advancement Chief of Staff,
who also helped organize the
fireworks, Paglusch sent multiple bursts of 30 foot flames
shooting up from fire machines

along the roof of the theatre
during the performance.
“I had forgotten that we
had included those fire shooting things, and so I saw the
wind pushing fire down the
edge of the building and I remember grabbing Mr. Pottinger and saying, ‘Oh my God,
is this supposed to happen?’
And then I remembered, ‘oh
yeah, we ordered that,’” said
Angiel.
“I thought it might be a
couple flames shoot up and you
know, whoopty-do, but it was
pretty impressive. I mean you
could literally feel the heat from
kind of far away, so it was pretty
cool,” said DuMont.
Paglusch also interspersed
the fireworks with a variety of
colors throughout the show,
but the finale featured SLUH’s
trademark blue and white.
And, in honor of the bicentennial, Paglusch chose a fitting
number of explosions: 100 blue
pieces and 100 white pieces,
adding up to exactly 200 blue
and white SLUH themed fireworks.
The display, while dazzling, was also performed with
numerous safety precautions.
Paglusch laid down a flame resistant tarp on the roof of the
theatre in case of a wandering
spark or flame. A St. Louis fire
marshall also stood by during
the show, ready to intervene in
case of a fire.
But Paglusch was not
worried. Because of the crowd
nearby on the field, DuMont
and Paglusch decided to use
Close Proximity fireworks, the
same type of fireworks used at
Busch Stadium, which don’t
rise as high but disintegrate before they reach the ground.

photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

BY Steven Zak
CORE STAFF

I

n order to help reconnect
alumni with past and present faculty and staff, the administration reserved a large
number of tables for the faculty and staff to sit at in the commons to make it easy for them
to be found.
“We put a special invitation to former, renowned faculty and staff who retired as
well as more veteran faculty
and staff and said ‘Hey we’d
love to reserve tables for you
in the commons to make sure

Clubs in the Commons
you and your family has a place
to eat and to make sure you are
easily found if alumni want to
try and reconnect with you,’”
said advancement chief of
staff Sean Angiel. “A number
of them took us up on it. And
we just reserved a number of
tables for current and former
faculty so even if they didn’t
say yes they’d have a place to
go.”
The tables were a good
chance for both the former
faculty members and alums of
SLUH to reconnect with one
another after many years apart.

“I taught here for 33 years
and I was hoping to see a lot
of people to reconnect,” said
former art teacher John Mueller. “Just seeing the students as
far back as 1982 and telling me
that I was important to them
was cool.”
“I saw former STUCO
moderator Fr. Steele and the
founder of bashball Dr. Deacon Jim Murphy who I both
worked with and greatly admire,” said Tom Zak, ‘84. “Being able to thank these guys
who had a profound impact
on my life was the biggest take

away for me.”
In addition to tables for
the past and present faculty
and staff, there was an archive
stations as well as a Prep News
station where alumni could
come and remanence and look
back on their time at SLUH.
The archives allowed alumni to
look back upon past sporting
and major events at SLUH. The
Prep News allowed alumni to
look back on articles they had
written or been the subject of
and see how much SLUH has
grown over the years.

Open court sports
BY Handley Hicks
CORE STAFF

I

n the Danis Field House, an
open gym was offered to any
guest who wanted to play volleyball or basketball. Half of
the gym was dedicated to volleyball, with a net set up, and
the other half available for basketball, with a center and two
side goals available.
Basketball players and
volleyball players alike were at

the courts to play with guests
and to enjoy themselves as
well, starting mini games of
volleyball, 1 on 1 matches in
basketball, or free throw competitions. Both young and old
guests cycled through the Field
House throughout the night,
enjoying a game of basketball
or volleyball while listening
to the tunes of the St. Louis U.
High band above.

photo | Dominik Skorska
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Students attend breakout sessions to hear from individual alumni
(continued from page 1)

own unique experience. The
speeches were not based off a
certain profession; rather, a variety of different experiences
throughout the world were told
to the students.
“I thought it was really cool
how the range of people they
reached out to wasn’t specifically to ‘oh this was the mission-

nous.”
For the keynote, Hamm
implemented ideas from Laudato Si to talk about the environment and his work with sustainable agriculture.
“St. Louis U. High is a very
important place for me. It was
important for me to do a good
job for all of you. It was my intent to do a good job and to

Student made posters from Common Good Day.

ary work I did or catholic work
I did,’ but that these are the cool
things that I am doing to make
the world better,” said junior
Luke Alfaro.
For some, having three
speakers throughout the day
was tiring. Some students had
a hard time paying attention towards the end of the day.
“The three breakout sessions were good, but I think they
could have switched it around
maybe having two half days for
it,” said freshman Hayden Rutledge. “By the time the third
breakout session was in swing,
it started to become monoto-

present a clear message in the
context of the (Pope’s) encyclical,” said Hamm. “The one thing
I would hope is that one of the
things that SLUH students think
of is the relationship of the environment and to social justice
to the environment. How do
we think of reframing our economic system so that it is still
one that encourages hard work
and is profit driven, but it learns
to operate in those boundary
conditions of the environment
and social justice?”
For a majority of students,
the topic of the keynote speaker
early in the morning was hard to

understand and some students
could not focus on the talk.
“I thought the keynote
speaker was pretty boring and
way too long,” said sophomore
Justin Peacock. “He mostly
just talked about how to feed
the growing population, which
most guys don’t care about.
Since it was so long, most guys
just fell asleep or couldn’t pay at-

photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

tention.”
One of the breakout sessions featured Bill McCalpin,
’75, who spoke about his work
at Athena Capital Advisors and
how he coordinates with people
to strengthen the firm’s impact
investment services and how he
helps wealthy investors. He also
spent a few years teaching in
Hong Kong and then his journey to a Rockefeller foundation
to manage a portfolio and to
help development in Asia. As a
part of the investing committee,
he helps people deal with their
wealth and whether to invest it
to help their political view, their

faith, or their general morality.
“One value from SLUH
was to be of service to others,”
said McCalpin. “I think you
can’t help but come away from
a place like this with a commitment to making the world a better place and finding some way
to make that a central part of
your life.”
Handy Lindsey, Jr., ’71,
strives for the common good
by working with the Ruth Mott
Foundation in Flint, Mich. The
son of two Mississippi sharecroppers, Lindsey was the first
person in his family to get a
good education.
As part of the Ruth Mott
Foundation, Lindsey focuses on
the youth, safety, economic opportunity, and neighborhoods
in North Flint. When the water crisis hit, Lindsey helped to
create “The What to Know and
Do About Clean Water Pilot
Project,” which delivers services,
especially bottled water, to those
who need it.
“Values like a sense of equity and equality and values like
humility and compassion all to
me were reinforced through my
interaction with my instructors
here and the Jesuit community
here, and fellow students and
my senior project were absolutely pivotal in my life in terms
of focusing me in how I would
work and dedicate myself in the
future,” said Lindsey. “I hope we
can learn that we all can be men
of action and men for others
and that we should be because it
makes for a better world, which
makes a better us as well.”
Mark LaBarge, ’70, opened
up his session by pointing out
how blessed SLUH students
are with the privilege they have
and the opportunities available

photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

Brian Christopber, S.J. in a breakout session.

to them. From the Jesuits, he
realized that everyone should
be open to those in need and
realize the privilege one has and
what to do with it.
His work for the common
good started when he reenergized a program at his fraternity in college where they went
to play with orphans every first
Saturday of every month. As
he got older and moved back
to St. Louis, he was convinced
to go to St. Matthew’s parish in
North St. Louis and after going
there for a while, he started Revitalization 2000, a program that
made the church and the block
a safe place. He went on to help
create Belize2020, a group in Belize City that is like the Clavius
Project at SLUH. He stressed
the importance of relationships
formed is more important and
lasts longer than money donated.
“In terms of service work,

the Jesuits inspired me a lot to
find out who’s out there in the
world that needs help,” said
LaBarge. “I think it’s a sense of
exploration to find out what the
needs are of other people and
a drive to want to be a man for
others.”
After hearing three speakers, students were called back to
their homerooms, where they
reflected on the talks they had
heard. At the end, each homeroom made a list of the understandings and actions that are
necessary to serve the common
good.
“It really made me think
about how I don’t have to go into
a certain field to help the common good,” said junior Niko
Rodriguez. “I liked the event
and speakers and having an
open dialogue.”

Varsity Chorus sings in St. Patrick’s Cathedral
(continued from page 1)

by Carrington.
In between songs, the
King’s Singers sang several
pieces of their own, including a rendition of the popular
Irish ballad “Danny Boy.” The
performance of “We Are” was
the United States premier of
the song.
The concert was part of
the King’s Singers 50th anniversary tour and was organized by Distinguished Concerts International New York
(DCINY), a concert producer
based out of New York City.
Although most choirs
were inexperienced with singing in ensembles as large as
the one on Sunday, it did not
hinder the concert.
“I just love when people
come together who have never sung before,” said Chilcott.
“It is very exciting when you
can suddenly discover that
by all thinking together in
the same way, you can make
a choir in a very short space
of time. And this is a big choir
and a lot of people don’t sing
in choirs as big as this. That’s a
lovely experience.”
Despite only having two
rehearsals with all 200 members of the act one ensemble,
the concert was up to par with
Carnegie Hall standards. The
two rehearsals took place on
Friday and Saturday and lasted about four and a half hours
each.

“The difficulty with singing with such a large group
is keeping in time, matching
vowels, and basic ensemble
skills, but actually, tonight,
both choirs did such a great
job of doing that. That’s a testament to Bob Chilcott and
Simon Carrington who were
conducting, but also to the
musicianship of all the singers in both choirs. (They) did
such an amazing job of doing it,” said Timothy WayneWright, the King’s Singers
second countertenor.
“I think the most amazing thing is being able to
bring people from so many
different places together in on
space doing the same thing
they love. It’s something that
we don’t get to do very often,”
said Jonathan Howard, the
King’s Singers bass. “I think it
went amazingly. What I love
is standing on stage and just
feeling almost like you’re being enveloped by such a big
sound around you. It was really really special.”
However, the concert
in Carnegie Hall was not
the only singing opportunity that the Varsity Chorus
had. On Friday, the day after
their arrival, the group sang
in Saint Patrick’s Cathedral,
often called America’s parish church. During Akin’s research of tourist destinations
in New York, she discovered
that St. Patrick’s Cathedral

had a guest concert series,
sent in application videos of
the choir singing, and was
quickly accepted. The concert was free and took place
during the church’s touring
hours, so the majority of the
listeners were surprised by the
concert.
“Singing (in Saint Patrick’s Cathedral) was a whole
different experience from
singing in school, because the
sound that we created just resonated across the (church),”
said SLUH second tenor Jonathan Prichard.

“I was amazed when I
turned around at the end and
saw how many people had sat
down to hear us,” said Akin.
SLUH also sang for a
Mass at the Church of St.
Ignatius Loyola on Sunday
morning with St. Ignatius’s
usual choir, St. Ignatius’s
grade school children’s choir.
In addition to the two
performances and long hours
of rehearsal, Akin created a
detailed schedule for touring
the city. Stops included the
National September 11 Memorial and Museum, Central

Varsity Chorus on the altar of St. Patrick’s Cathedral.

Park, Broadway (where the
group saw Phantom of the
Opera), Ellen’s Stardust Diner,
the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, and Times Square.
Staying in Hotel Edison, just
a minutes walk away from
Times Square, allowed for
easy access to many of the
tourist destinations.
Seventeen of Varsity
Chorus’s 19 singers went on
the trip, as well as four parent-chaperones, one younger
brother, and Addie and Mark
Akin. The SLUH administration, which allots money to
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the Band and Chorus programs for bi-annual trips,
subsidized much of the cost.
Akin began planning the
trip in the fall of 2016, when
DCINY reached out to Akin
asking if she would be interested in planning a trip to sing
with the King’s Singers.
“(I was) ecstatic. I have
loved the King’s Singers for
years, since college. And I’m a
huge fan, so I kind of geeked
out that we’d get to be with
them and sing with them,”
said Akin.
Akin received the four
songs they were to sing in
December of 2018 and began
preparing the nine songs for
St. Patrick’s Cathedral in late
march. Despite the extremely
short amount of time to prepare the songs, the whole trip
was a major success.
“I have been in choir for
four years and this was a great
final sendoff for my senior
year,” said senior baritone
Pierce Hastings.
“The purpose I think of
travelling as an ensemble is
truly just building that sense
of community … Even though
we only have two weeks left
with the seniors, this feel like
such a closer group than before we left,” said Akin.
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Bicentennial Mass celebrated by 28 priests
(continued from page 1)

gym with the band playing
in the Danis Field House, an
open house feel in the Commons with tables highlighting SLUH clubs and departments, and different sporting
events taking place on all the
fields. The campus was filled
with laughter and joy.
“Walking around that
evening there were just tons
of people laughing and having fun,” said Advancement
chief of staff Sean Angiel. “It’s
cool today to be able to have
encounters with delight.”
Many families of both
students and alumni came to
the event.
“The one word that
came to my mind was joy,”
said Director of Communications and planner for the
Bicentennial Ben DuMont.
“Gratitude was our intention,
and I feel like the Holy Spirit
granted us joy. When I was
walking around, everybody
was deeply engaged in conversation with one another,
and everyone had smiles on
their faces.”
As the event came to
a close, there was one final
celebration to end the night
in a special way. There were
speeches given by Laughlin
and future president Alan
Carruthers, as well as several
others exemplifying the gratitude SLUH has for the entire

community. As the speeches
ended, current students as
well as incoming freshman
came out of the Danis Field
House carrying large balloons with LED lights inside,
forming a cross in the middle
of the seats.

“I was lucky to be in the
center (of the balloon glow)
where the balloons were going every direction,” said senior Sean Anderson. “It was
cool to see unity with everyone from incoming freshman
to seniors.”

photo | Ben Andrews

The Lion Dance at the celebration.

Volume 82 Platform
A
s the student-run newspaper of St. Louis University High School, the Prep
News is a weekly publication that strives to inform
the SLUH community about
events and people, with its focus on those pertaining to the
school, primarily through the
written word.
The Prep News is neither
the voice of the administration nor the students. Rather,
the newspaper serves to gather and distribute information
for the entire school. The Prep
News editors and staff members make every effort to be
objective in their news coverage and editing.
The members of the editorial staff are co-workers and
share equally the duties of
writing, copy-editing, layout,
and staff management. All of
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A view of the altar during the Eucharist.

the editors share responsibility and leadership of the paper.
The editors are supported by a
core staff of regular reporters
as well as artists and photographers.
It is the role of the editors to seek out and facilitate
the reporting of all significant
news at SLUH. While any
faculty member or student is
welcome to submit suggestions to the editors for potential articles, the Prep News is
never obligated to publish any
article idea.
Our primary emphasis
as editors of the Prep News is
upon clear and accurate writing and careful editing. We
also attempt to include visual
expression—photography,
drawing, technical aids, etc.—
in every issue and on our web
site. Despite our desire to

make the paper visually appealing, we commit ourselves
not to allow form to supersede
substance.
The editorial staff will use
social media to communicate
with the paper’s readership
and to update students about
SLUH events and highlight
the paper’s content. The editors will not allow their goal of
speed and accessibility online
to weaken their commitment
to accuracy and depth.
The Prep News strongly
encourages
underclassman
involvement, and our office on
the second floor of the Jesuit
Wing, room J220, is always
open for involvement, criticism, praise, or suggestions.
Contributed student opinions
are also welcome under the
Prep News Editorial Policy.
Without student reaction and

The night ended with
music from the SLUH Band
kicking off a fireworks show
coming off the roof of the
Danis Lobby and Schulte
Theater, and ended with music played out of speakers
from the stage.
“On the one hand you
have our band, playing a
song they played for Pope
Francis on the steps of the
Vatican, and you follow that
with ‘Oh When the Bills Go
Marching In,’ and then you’re
listening to the soundtrack of
James Gunn’s Guardians of
the Galaxy, a graduate, with
fireworks going off... It’s a
spectrum of awesome. That
was special,” said Laughlin.
The event was a huge
success among all who attended, from past alumni
to incoming freshmen, as
all were able to reconnect
and connect with the SLUH
community. “I really saw the
unity here at SLUH with everyone,” said incoming freshman Kevin Hogan.
“This place has been

feedback, the Prep News could
not function.
If the Prep News is inaccurate, we will correct any significant error in the following
issue and on our web site as
soon as possible.
Furthermore, the editors assume sole responsibility for the text of news and
sports articles, features, and
editorials. We ask faculty or
students who take issue with
the manner in which the news
was reported or find an error
to bring it to the attention of
the editors, not the individual
reporters.
This is the platform of the
editors of Volume 82 of the
Prep News.

near and dear to my heart,”
said Mike Brand, ’73. “As Father Hagan told us when we
started, ‘It’ll be the best four
years of your life,’ and he was
right.”
“It’s my U High family;
I will always maintain undying loyalty to this institution,” said Joe Slama ’15. “I
will absolutely drive three
and a half hours to be here in
such a special moment for us.
I think seeing everyone from
new freshmen to Mr. Santel
and Mr. Laughlin and everyone in between is a really
good testament to the brotherhood and family around
this place.”
“Love for the school
brought me back. We have
five generations of legacy
here going back to the late
1800s and there is no place
where I’d rather be,” said
James Landald, ’72. “I’ve
bumped into several guys
from my class. I was happy
just being able to hang out on
campus and see my old classmates and be a part of the U
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High family. Its special.”
“I have gotten to meet
some of the people I went to
grade school with who went
here,” said Nick Ahmad, ’72.
“Three or four people who
I knew their relatives who
went here. We are only really
about one step of separation
here at SLU High.”
Even though the event
came with a significant cost,
it was something that the administration had been planning on and was able to look
past in order to more focus
on the celebration of the
school. There was zero cost
to attend the event and nothing required pay once inside
the event. All funding came
directly from SLUH and no
donations were taken from
outside sponsors in order to
truly made this a free event
for all.
“Communities need to
do this now and then,” said
Assistant Principal Jim Linhares. “Although they’re expensive and they involve a
lot of work, if you don’t every
now and again step in front
of who you are—past, present, and future—you don’t
stay on the road. You don’t
recognize the value of your
community.”
All workers of the event
did so on a volunteer basis.
No workers from SLUH were
paid extra which only helped
keep the cost of the event
low. All athletic stations, performances, tables worked inside the commons, and kids
station workers were volunteers.
“This is something that
was well planned for. We did
work within a budget and this
is the type of thing that only
comes around every once in
a while and we thought this
was worth celebrating,” said
Agniel. “Not everything we
do is a fundraiser. Opportunities to bring this community together to celebrate what
we are and what we have
been and to build excitement
about where we are going
together is worth spending
money on.”

Track sends eight to Kansas Relays; rest of varsity
competes in Dale Collier Invitational
BY Daniel
REPORTER

McMurran

E

ight athletes from the St.
Louis University High
track track team traveled to
Lawrence, Kans. over the
weekend to participate in the
Kansas Relays. `
In four of the five events
in which they competed, Jr.
Bills finished in 6th place or
better. The 4 x 800-meter relay earned a medal, which
is rewarded to the top three
relay teams, by placing third.
Senior Daniel McMurran also
received a medal in high jump
placing third overall. Medals were received by the top 9
athletes in individual events.
When asked about his
experience at Kansas, senior
captain Paul Burka said, “It
was a great opportunity to
compete against the best talent throughout the Midwest.
We were able to run against
people from Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Kansas who we
don’t normally see in in-state
meets.”
Back in St. Louis, the
varsity two team competed in

Sophomores Adam Mittendorf (right) and Lucas Rackers (left) last
weekend at the Kansas Relays in Lawrence Kansas.

the Dale Collier Invitational
at Kirkwood High School on
Saturday. The weather was
warm for the first time this
year and many personal bests
were earned because of it.
Sophomore Noah Scott
placed first in the 3200 with
a time of 10:20:35, beating his
previous time by 16 seconds.
Senior Trevor Jones increased

his personal best in javelin by
one foot and five inches. He
threw 145 feet and 8 inches
placing him second by 11 feet.
Sophomore
Cameron
Clay also set new bests in both
of his hurdle events, placing
third in the 300 hurdles and
fourth in the 110 hurdles.
The track team also competed at the Jim Farrell Invita-

Jr. Bills exhaust Eureka in rugby
State seeding matchup; travel to
St. Thomas Aquinas tomorrow
BY Nathan Langhauser
SPORTS EDITOR

S

t. Louis U. High rugby
played its final Missouri
opponent last week, Eureka,
in a game that would decide
seeding in for State. Way out
in Pacific on a cloudy and
windy day, the teams were
gifted about 40 minutes of extra warm up time because the
Sir (rugby referee) was late.
The Jr. Bills started
quickly though, and junior
Darrion Mullins broke the
line and opened a hole for
senior forward captain Matt
Quinlan to score a try within
the first couple of minutes.
The teams were then
locked around midfield until senior back captain Buck
Chevalier booted the ball deep
into the Eureka half. Then after a line-out that turned into
a maul, Quinlan scored again
and Chevalier converted the
try to put SLUH up 14-0.
“On that second try, it
honestly wasn’t how the play
was supposed to go,” said
Quinlan. “Sean Cailteux was
supposed to strip the ball
from me, but they didn’t put
much resistance up, so I pretty much accidentally fell into
the try zone.”
Eureka responded quickly though, getting a try back
after a run from Eureka’s most
aggressive and athletic runner, 14-7 SLUH.
“Defensively I think we
were a little flat-footed, which
led to a couple of really big

runs on their part, but I think
when we were close to our try
zone, we were able to keep
them out decently well,” said
Quinlan.
From working line-outs
on punts, Eureka worked the
ball down the field again but
after a knock-on by Eureka,
SLUH relieved some of their
defensive pressure by kicking up the field and out-ofbounds.
Sophomore Owen Tucker took a ball from near half
field for a try, taking advantage of his speed. Chevalier
was in a tough spot for the
conversion attempt as Tucker
scored in the corner of the
try zone, but with a beautiful
kick, the kick was successful,
21-7 Jr. Bills.
“I saw the opening on
the edge and just let ’er buck
and throttle out for the boys,”
said Tucker. “When I touched
the ball down it felt amazing,
especially since it was my first
varsity try.”
At the half, SLUH led
21-7, maintaining a strong
defense and mostly staying in
the Eureka zone.
Another try by Tucker
really stopped any Eureka
hopes of a comeback as he
drove the ball in and scored
from about ten meters out,
making the score 28-7.
Near the end of the game,
junior Miles Matyiko drove in
for a try after good ball movement, ending the game 33-7.
“We didn’t play our best
game against Eureka yet we

still won soundly,” said Chevalier. “That’s the sign of a
great team, that we didn’t play
well, and we still found a way
to beat a good Eureka squad.”
Senior Tommy Duchild was named Man of the
Match, making several bone
crunching hits on Eureka’s
centers and wings, and possibly breaking his nose in the
process.
“Tommy Duchild is a
breakout talent,” said Chevalier. “The coaches see him
as a student of the game,
but the players know him as
‘The South City Butcher’.”
“We just had to take care
of business,” said head coach
Joe Muller. “We wanted a better seed so that we don’t have
to play a hard game in the first
round.”
The team has one more
game before State though
against St. Thomas Aquinas
from Overland Park, Kansas.
This will be rugby’s last test
before looking to avenge last
year’s second place State finish, a good opportunity to
come together on a road trip
against a strong team.
“We are playing one of
the best teams in the nation,”
said Muller. “So we are reallylocked in for practice.”
The game will be tomorrow at 2 p.m. at St. Thomas
Aquinas.
Junior Thom Molen contributed reporting.
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tional at Vianney High School
on Wednesday. This was the
final meet before the Metro
Catholic Conference Meet.
Many runners and jumpers
competed in this meet who
aren’t usually on the varsity
lineup which gave them the
opportunity to run against
higher talent.
Senior captain Evan

Kilgore remained on the roster for this meet and was able
to set a new best in high jump.
He tied the team best with a
jump of 6’4” putting him in
the picture of making a run
towards state.
Following his jump,
Kilgore said, “I didn’t have the
marks needed to make it into
the Kansas Relays so I wanted to come out and prove to
Coach Porter that I can be the
best high jumper on the team.
Usually I have to run the 400
at the same time as high jump
and since I didn’t have to run
it today my legs felt fresh.”
Sophomore Adam Mittendorf also ran an impressive
race in the 3200. It was the
first time he ran that race all
year and he placed first with a
time of 10:24:16.
The next meet for the
track team is the Metro Catholic Conference meet at CBC
on May 2. Both the varsity and
JV will be competing at this
meet. Head coach Joe Porter
and the team will be looking
to repeat for the seventh consecutive conference title.

Lacrosse momentum
halted by quickstriking MICDS
BY Luke Wilmes
CORE STAFF

A

fter easy wins against
Hickman Columbia (161), Seckman (16-1), and Webster Groves (15-5), the SLUH
lacrosse team was ready for a
challenge. Every practice was
geared towards picking apart
the Rams. The team even
scouted the Eureka vs MICDS
game last Wednesday, only to
watch Eureka get manhandled
and lose 16-6.
Eureka’s devastating loss
did not intimidate the Jr. Bills.
The team ran onto the field
Tuesday night screaming like
banshees.
Unfortunately, the Rams
came ready to fight and scored

off the first possession of the
game. After the faceoff following MICDS’s second goal, senior attackman Nick Corker
received a very controversial
two-minute, non-releasable
penalty for targeting a player.
The penalty allowed MICDS
an opportunity to score two
more goals. The controversial
call was a brutal buzzkill.
For the rest of the half,
MICDS continued to dominate the possession game and
force the Jr. Bills into careless
turnovers. The first half ended
with the Rams on top 9-0.
The rest of the game
continued with MICDS in
control, but senior captain

continued on page 11
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Tennis
gets hot;
wins four
straight but
slowed by
Marquette
BY Justin Koesterer
CORE STAFF

A

mid even more match
cancellations, the St.
Louis University High tennis team has fought through
tough weather and tough opponents to achieve a record
of 5-3, excluding tournament
play.
The last Prep News update saw the Jr. Bills at 1-0,
having beaten Marquette
Catholic High School from
Alton and had multiple games
cancelled due to weather concerns.
The team experienced
a rough start to April, losing
consecutive matches, on April
5 against Westminster and
April 6 against Lindbergh.
However, the varsity squad
remained resilient, responding with a 4-0 run through the
middle of April.
The first came April 9,
just three days after the loss
to Lindbergh. SLUH faced off
at home, the Dwight Davis
Tennis Center in Forest Park
against Clayton. SLUH won
6-3, winning each of the top
four individual games, played
by freshman Leo da Silva,
sophomores Victor Stefanescu and Danny Lombardi,
and Noah Sandidge. Two of
the three doubles teams prevailed, with the Lombardi/
Sandidge tandem on the second doubles court, and seniors Brendan Charles and
Jack Lenzen winning the third
doubles match.
The second win came
against rivals CBC, 6-3. Lombardi, Sandidge, Lenzen, and
senior Drew Patritti won individual courts three, four, five,
and six. The winning combination of Danny Lombardi
and Noah Sandidge racked up
their fourth wins each in two
matches, two individually,
and two as a doubles team.
Charles and Lenzen rounded
out the day, winning in the
third doubles court.
“A lot of the credit of that
should go to seniors at courts
four through six who have
been winning consistently at
there spot,” said Stefanescu.
“Also Leo is putting a lot of
pressure at the one spot which
is pretty key to keeping a good
atmosphere at the matches.”
The third win, on April
16, saw the Jr. Bills shut out
the Belleville West Maroons,
the first varsity shutout of the
the season for the SLUH tennis program. Da Silva, Stefanescu, Lombardi, Sandidge,
Charles, and Lenzen won each
of their individual matches.
Doubles followed strongly
with da Silva/Sandidge, Stefa-

continued on page 11
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Seniors Wachter and Bricker shoot first place
scores in back to back tournaments
BY Ben Dattilo
SPORTS EDITOR

W

inter continues to stick
around, but that didn’t
stop the St. Louis U. High golf
team from taking first place
in both the Webster Cup and
Fort Zumwalt West Tournament. In the Webster Cup
senior Sam Bricker took first
place individually and senior
Jack Wachter did the same
thing in the Fort Zumwalt
West Tournament.
On April 16 the team
travelled to play the Webster
Cup at Crescent Farms Golf
Course. The weather was
brutal, with below freezing
temperatures and snow at the
beginning of the tournament.
“When it’s cold and the
weather is not ideal, it becomes less about talent and
more about mental toughness
and grit,” said Wachter. “The
guys that can stay mentally
strong and fight through the
weather are the ones that are

going to play well. At the end
of the day, we all have to play
in the same conditions.”
“It was brutal. I don’t remember a day out of the 20
years that I have been coaching, I don’t recall a day that
cold with brutal conditions.
The wind chill was around
20 and there were only two
kids with a score in the 70s,”
said head coach Scott Gilbert.
“It was something that we
talked about as a team before
we went out. I told them that
they had to put the elements
behind them and that it will
be miserable and difficult. But
the players and the teams that
can brave the elements are the
teams that will rise to the occasion.”
Braving the conditions,
Bricker and Kirkwood junior
Joe Avery were tied at 79 after 18 holes, forcing the two
to play a playoff hole. In the
first playoff hole, both golfers
shot a 5, so they had to go to a

second hole to decide the winner. Bricker outlasted Avery to
take first place individually.
“To be able to not only
win my first SLUH tournament, but also have it end in
such a memorable fashion was
awesome,” said Bricker.
SLUH and Kirkwood
both tied with a score of 333,
but SLUH was given the tiebreaker: whichever team’s
last golfer has the lower score
wins.
The day after their first
place finish, the Jr. Bills played
three matches in three days,
against CBC, De Smet, and
Chaminade. The team went
1-2, losing to CBC, (247-246)
and De Smet (241-238) and
winning against Chaminade
(240-248.)
“Honestly, I think it was
a good thing that we lost
two straight matches. It was
sort of a reality check in the
sense that hey, just because
it’s cold out and the weather

isn’t good, it doesn’t give us
an excuse to play bad,” said
Wachter. “Coach Gilbert gave
us a similar talk before our
match against Chaminade last
week and I think it really got
the boys going. Over these
last two matches, we have
played the golf that our team
is capable of playing and we’ve
gotten the job done in back
to back matches, now we are
gearing up for what’s going to
be a very challenging district
tournament.”
Then on April 23, SLUH
participated in the Fort Zumwalt West Tournament, where
they took first place again
with Wachter scoring the top
score of 76.
“For the last three seasons, I’ve missed first place
by only one or two shots multiple times,” said Wachter. “It
feels good to finally get the
job done senior year. I think
the boys are starting to get
hot at the right time of the
season. The postseason starts
on Monday, and to win backto-back times right before districts really boosts our confidence and gets us going.”
The Jr. Bills played CBC
again in match play, but this
time the Jr. Bills avenged their
one stroke loss, beating the
Cadets, 222-238. This win
moves them to 4-2 in match
play.
“It’s pretty unheard of, in
the same week, to have two
indivdual champions. It was a
special thing,” said Gilbert.
The Jr. Bills’ next event is
District play on April 30.
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Baseball led by hot
pitching; two straight
quality outings
BY Jimmy
REPORTER

S

Stanley

t. Louis U. High varsity
baseball took on two opponents this last week, winning
against Chaminade and Rockwood Summit. They took on
Chaminade last Thursday,
April 19, and Rockwood Summit Tuesday, April 24. Pitchers senior Griffin Lester and
sophomore Adam Broughton
both started and each threw
phenomenal games.
Lester took the mound
against the conference rival
Chaminade. He pitched a
complete game gem, allowing just six hits and no runs.
Chaminade’s pitching was on
fire, limiting SLUH to five
hits and two runs, but Lester
ended up out-dueling his Red
Devil counterpart in the end.
This was a major win
for the Jr. Bills after losing to
Chaminade in a nail biter two
weeks prior. This was also a
great way for Lester to come
back and win a tough game
after the rocky start against
the Red Devils earlier in the
season.
“In our loss against
Chaminade, we gave them
the win. Last week, though,
we dominated every aspect of
the game,” said Lester. “Our
defense was amazing, we got
some clutch hits, and I was
able to redeem my poor per-

formance from the last matchup with Chami. If we continue
to play like we did that game,
we can beat any team.”
SLUH took on Rockwood Summit on Tuesday
with Broughton taking the
mound coming off a great
start against Hancock a few
weeks before. Broughton
forced his way through five
innings with 11 strikeouts,
taking command for his team.
“I thought my curveball
was looking the best it has in
a while,” said Broughton. “I
was relying on that and my
fastball, and it is a major plus
when the team hits well and
only has a few minor mistakes
on defense.”
Broughton
allowed
two runs and five hits while
SLUH went up 6-2, then later
jumped to a 13-2 lead when
sophomore Alex Fox came in
to relieve and close out the
game.
“Broughton pitched a
great game, which gave me
the momentum to finish out
the sixth,” said Fox.
Sophomore Cade Hohl
and junior Danny LaChance
carried their team offensively,
with both going 3 for 4.
The Jr. Bills will face St.
Mary’s tomorrow at 12 at the
Sheridan Stadium. SLUH was
supposed to play the Dragons
on Monday but the game was
rained out.

Sophomore Ray Winter at Lake Central Tournament in DeMotte, Indiana. photo | Mr. Scott Gilbert

Tennis confident going into MCC Tournament
(continued from page 10)

nescu/Sandidge, and Charles/
Lenzen earning victories.
Following the shutout,
the Jr. Bills took the momentum and swept right past conference rival De Smet. Stefanescu, Sandidge, Charles, and
Lenzen each won. Stefanescu
paired with da Silva to grab
his second victory of the day,
and the Charles/Lenzen pair
for the third straight meet
proved successful, concluding with a 6-3 victory over the
Spartans.
Last Tuesday in Forest
Park, the Jr. Bills hosted an
undefeated and surging Marquette Mustangs team. The

match was originally supposed to happen over a month
ago, on March 20, which
would have made it the first
of the season. Although the
score at the end of the day

Baseball Nightbeat

Last night the St. Louis U. High
earned a big victory, handing Vianney
their second loss of the season in a tight
7-6 game. Under the lights, the Jr. Bills
battled back from down 5-3 to gain a 7-5
lead after seniors Ricky Browne and Nick
Dimmit and junior Nick Lang batted in
runs in the bottom of the fourth to regain the lead.
Sophomore Austin Brush earned the
save on senior Griffin Lester’s start, forcing a double play to end the sixth with
Vianney threatening to tie the game. He
then threw a shutout seventh to end the
game 7-6.
The Jr. Bills moved to 9-4 on the season and play against St. Mary’s tomorrow
at noon in the Sheridan Stadium.

read 7-2 in favor of the Mustangs, it was a much closer
match than that. With Lombardi winning the third court
and Lenzen winning the sixth
individual courts, the SLUH

doubles teams fell just short,
losing all three in very close
matches.
The Jr. Bills play next at
the MCC Tournament tomorrow, April 28.
“Going into the MCC’s
we are 2-0 versus the conference having strong dubs
against De Smet and CBC,”
said Stefanescu. “Vianney isn’t
a big concern of mine either.
Chaminade is a pretty deep
team, but if we all play our
Senior Danny Favazza against Vianney. photo | Nathan Langhauser
game, make our serves, and
stay relaxed, then we might
have a decent chance.”

Riflery National Tournament

art | Jack Colvin

Growth for lacrosse in
learning experience
against MICDS
(continued from page 10)

and attackman Pete O’Malley
and senior midfielder Chip
Holmes both scored to get
SLUH on the board. But
the two goals were nowhere
near enough to turn the tide
against the Rams, and the Jr.
Bills ended up losing 14-2.
The game was not only
emotionally damaging for
the team but also damaging
physically. Senior captain and
midfielder Austin Hannah
got hit with a cheap shot late
in the second that separated
his shoulder. Hannah will be

recovering for around four
weeks; hopefully he will be
healthy in time for the state
tournament.
With or without Hannah,
the team hopes to improve
through practice intensity and
limiting lost possession.
The team looks to capitalize against MCC rival De
Smet, tomorrow at the Father
Marco Cup at SLUH at 4:00
p.m.

The St. Louis U. High rifle team has qualified once again for the National Tournament,
meeting their season-long goal and reaching
the prestigious event for the first time since
2016.
SLUH finished 5th in our region with
a score of 4565/4800. Juniors Adam Stemmler (1170/1200) and Hayden Steingruby
(1155/1200) both made the Finals and finished 4th & 8th respectively.
The National Championship will be held
June 24-26 in Port Clinton, Ohio.
Depth is the key to success at the tournament. Steingruby, who has been a consistent
shooter for SLUH all year, will not be at the
tournament.
“One of the JV team members will be
called upon to fill his shoes and the entire
team will have to step up and cover for missing an elite shooter,” said Bresnahan.
The Jr. Bills are expecting to finish in the
top 20 as a group at Nationals.
-compiled by Nick Prainito
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Around the hallways
Architecture Club
The Architecture Club
hosted Mr. Frank, an architect on Wednesday. He spoke
about his experience of over
30 years working in different
fields. At one point, he had
owned his own company and
switched around jobs. He deviated from many common
architects because he had his
own firm. He then transitioned into how it affects his
personal life while showing
pictures of the projects he
had worked on, encouraging
young future architects to join
his exciting line of work.
Students for Life
Students for Life held a
meeting during activity period on Wednesday. ASC
teacher Dominic LaMantia attended Georgetown University, and was also a part of their
Students for Life club while he
was there. He talked briefly
about his experience of how
he dealt with people that held
pro-choice views at Georgetown. He then opened it up to
questions. Seniors and juniors
were able to ask him about
how to be pro-life in college
among other various topics.

ence Center, only steps away
from the football field. After
the SLUH administration was
asked by the Science Center
to help accommodate more
guests, sophomore student
drivers are now required to
park in the overflow lot, located behind the baseball field
and near the two gates that
lead to Manchester.
New York Times subscribers
For all the reading fanatics who seek news beyond
Oakland Avenue, Saint Louis
U. High has updated the subscription to the New York
Times to allow students to
read the paper both at home
and while at school. Students
are required to sign up on
campus and to make an account using their SLUH email
for recognition to the school
subscription. For full instructions, please view the email
sent by cschraut@sluh.org for
full, seamless access.

Gender Equality Week
St. Louis U. High Young
Conservatives Club hosted
two discussions on the topic
of gender equality, discussing
the wage gap, patriarchy, and
feminism. On Monday and
Parking Lot switchup
Wednesday of this past week,
Saint Louis U. High the club hosted two meetings
shares a main lot with the Sci- to cover the topic of gender

equality and all its related issues.
“Some people at SLUH
present the issue of Gender
Equality and all the issues
surrounding as cut and dry,
as completely one opinion as
right and not nuanced,” said
senior student leader of the
Young Conservatives’ Club
Trent Adelmann. “I wanted
to have a week where we can
discuss the nuances of it.”
Realizing that the SLUH
community is all for gender
equality, the group ultimately
wanted to cultivate a discussion on how to respond for
gender equality.
“It all starts a discussion on certain issues,” said
Adelmann. “The title of the
week emphasizes the fact that
everyone in the school is for
gender equality. It is just the
question of what that exactly
means and how do we achieve
that.”
In order to create dialogue, the meetings incorporated many people with differing opinions.
“It was nice to have both
sides represented at the meetings”, said senior Will Smit.
“And I think it really opened
up the doors for discussion.”
Beginning on Monday,
the group watched a video by
Jordan Peterson about Gen-

Mass Schedule

Mass of Praise and Gratitude
Freshman class dance
der Equality in the workplace. Lunch Special—Chinese Special
Analyzing the female wage
Vegetarian—Black Bean Burger
gap, the group discussed and 4:30PM C/JV/V Volleyball vs. CBC
inquired what might be the
Saturday, April 28
cause of the disparity. Later
in the discussions, the group V Water Polo @ Lindbergh
tried to explain further on JV Water Polo @ Ladue
whether gender equality was V Volleyball @ Lafayette
defined as equality in oppor- V Tennis MCC Tournament
tunity or equality in outcome 12:00PM V Baseball vs. St. Mary’s
as well as talked about femi- 		
C Lacrosse vs. De Smet
nism and the notions of patri- 2:00PM JV Lacrosse vs. De Smet
archy.
2:30PM V Baseball vs. Solden			
“I think it was a success,” 4:00PM V lacrosse vs. De Smet
said Adelmann. “We had a 7:00PM Senior Follies
good amount of people both Sunday, April 29
days.”
The meeting fostered V Water Polo @ Lindbergh
many bridge-building conver- 7:00PM Senior Follies
sations.
No School—Faculty Retreat
“It was definitely a suc- Monday, April 30
cess,” said senior Drew Kirchhoff. “The Young Conserva- 8:00AM V Golf District Tournament
tives and everyone else have 4:00PM C Track & Field @ Vianney
always been trying to build 4:15PM C Baseball vs. Parkway South
dialogue throughout a couple 4:30PM B Baseball @ CBC
of years. So as long as we do 		
V Baseball vs. CBC
that, we are happy.”
5:00PM JV/V Volleyball @ Francis Howell Central
Later Adelmann plans Tuesday, May 1
Regular Schedule
to hold a joint meeting with
students at Nerinx Hall High AP
Junior Class Meeting
School to discuss the same isSnack—Mac & Cheese Bites
sue through a similar forum. Lunch Special—Taco Bar
Vegetarian—Lo Mein
—compiled by Nathan P. 4:00PM JV/C Track & Field
Wild II, Thom Molen, and Sam 4:15PM JV Tennis vs. Chaminade
Tarter
		
V Tennis @ Chaminade
4:30PM V Baseball @ De Smet
5:00PM JV Lacrosse vs. Lindbergh
6:30PM B Baseball vs. De Smet
7:00PM V Lacrosse vs. Lindbergh
		Jazz Concert

Senior Spring Signing Day 2018

Wednesday, May 2

Late Start Schedule

AP
Lunch

Snack—Cinnamon Rolls
Special—Meatball Sandwich
Vegetarian—Black Bean Burger
4:00PM C/JV/V Track & Field Championship
4:15PM V Tennis vs. John Burroughs
		
C Baseball vs. Parkway Central

Thursday, May 3

Regular Schedule

C/JV/V Track & Field Championship
AP
AP English Boot Camp
Jr. Ring Liturgical Choir rehearsal
Snack—Mini Tacos
Lunch Special—Domino’s Pizza
Vegetarian—Pasta
4:00PM JV/V Volleyball @ Chaminade
JV/V Tennis vs. Vianney
4:15PM C Baseball @ Eureka
7:00PM Band and Orchestra Concerts

Friday, May 4

Half Day Schedule

JV/V Water Polo postseason

photo | Mrs. Gina Bak
1:00PM Junior Ring Banner signing and Mass
Seniors from left to right:
Joe Winklemann - Austin Bruins Matthew Leritz - Illinois Wesleyan Barclay Dale - Wash. U. St. Louis 4:15PM C Baseball @ Parkway West
Mathias Holsteter - Case Western Matthew Bauer - Wash. U. St. Lous Sam Bricker - DePauw University 4:30PM B Baseball @ Collinsville
Steven Pawlow - Utah University Nick Dimmit - Denison Univesity Ethan Buss - Illinois Wesleyan
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5
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SLUH Tweet of the
Week: Scott Gilbert

@11CoachG
“Tough pin placement today
Hawthorn #8 @ForestParkGC
SLUH vs DeSmet match play today
for The Jesuit Cup @SLUHAthletics”

